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Essential last-minute review aid for the updated CompTIA Network+ Exam N10-007CompTIA
Network+ Review Guide Exam N10-007, 4th Edition, is your ideal study companion for preparing
for the CompTIA Network+ exam (N10-007). Organized by exam objectives, this is a focused,
concise review guide that works hand-in-hand with any learning tool, including the Sybex
CompTIA Network+ Study Guide, CompTIA Network+ Deluxe Study Guide, and CompTIA
Network+ Practice Tests. The book is broken into 5 parts, each part corresponding to one of the
5 objective domain areas of the Network+ exam: Network Architecture; Network Operations;
Network Security; Troubleshooting; and Industry Standards, Practices, and Network Theory.
Readers will also be given access to the comprehensive online Sybex test bank, which includes
two bonus practice tests, electronic flashcards, and a glossary of terms that you’ll need to know
come exam day.CompTIA's Network+ certification covers advances in networking technology,
and reflects changes in associated job tasks. The exam places greater emphasis on network
implementation and support, and includes expanded coverage of wireless networking topics.
This review guide gives you the opportunity to identify your level of knowledge while there's still
time to study, and avoid exam-day surprises.Review network architecture and
securityUnderstand network operations and troubleshootingGain insight into industry standards
and best practicesGet a firmer grasp of network theory fundamentalsIf you’re looking for a
beginning, vendor-neutral networking certification, look no further than CompTIA Network+.
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Kionia Robinson, “Fantastic New Balances. These sneakers are so comfortable and look great
in person! I love new balance and this was a excellent deal for a great pair of sneakers!”

DWolf929, “Really great quality sneaker!. Really like the look of this sneaker..... majority of the
sneakers I own are New Balance! Super cute shoe and design. Fits well, per usual. Only
drawback is that I didn't think the orange would be so florescent and bright. Was hoping it would
have been a little more subdued. Other than my (personal) gripe, love the sneakers”

Ebook Library Reader, “Cute and Comfortable. These shoes are so cute and comfortable. I
always wear a size 7 in all adidas & Nike shoes, but sized down to 6.5 and they fit perfect. So
cute for Spring!”

Luciana Lima, “Pretty. Perfect and I am in love with the colors.”

Hot Chocolate Design, “Perfect gift!. It was a gift for my wife and she loved it! Great product as
always”

Disappointed Reader, “As expected. As expected”

Renee, “Love these shoes. I love these shoes the color the fit is everything . I love New Balance
shoes , I use to be a Nike girl . But now I’m a New Balance girl !!!”

Teazy, “More Support Needed Inside Shoe. Great style not too much support inside the shoe”

Steve Finnerty, “Comprehensive Review Guide. This is a very comprehensive review guide to
help you achieve the CompTIA Network+, a vendor-neutral accreditation for iT Professionals.
This is based on the latest N10-007 exam which was introduced in March 2018 so it should be
current for a while yet. It is an entry-level exam but is quite a broad accreditation that covers;
network design and implementation, using switches and routers to segment networks, resilience
and virtual networks, security, standards, and protocols as well as troubleshooting.This is a
review aid aimed at preparing for the CompTIA Network+ exam. It is organised by exam
objectives, each corresponding to Network+ exam objectives: Network Architecture; Network
Operations; Network Security; Troubleshooting; and Industry Standards. It includes online
learning and study tools with; two custom practice tests, electronic flashcards and a searchable
glossaryOverall this is an excellent book for those moving into iT and provides the basis for
further accreditations and specialisms while also explaining the basics of network design.”

Smallvillenews, “Covers everything, but crams too much in to really get enough depth into



everything.. It's all here, everything you need to know, the entire syllabus, all crammed into 446
pages. That's the problem, the Network+ exam is a challenging exam and to cram everything
into this one book is a challenge in itself, so some items become nothing more than glossary
definitions, rather than a full precise definition. Others such as subnet calculations are hit so
hard and fast, if you're not familiar with them are going to be tough.It is overall however a review
guide, and if you find yourself (after reviewing the book) thinking I don't get this section it will at
least give you the thought "I must look elsewhere". Ultimately that might be the case with this
book. It does exactly what it says it needs to do, which is to review the entire Network+ exam
course. It does that well and deserves 5 stars out of 5, but I can't help feeling that somewhere
there may be a book that does the same but does it in a more reader friendly, easier to
understand, studious way. Instead this guides you by the hand and points towards
understanding. Rather, this is the sort of book which burns into the eyes and hopefully you
remember everything by rote to pass the exam, rather than through in depth study.It may have
been better to split the book down and cover everything in more depth over 2 books instead.”

Magnum Valentino, “Packed Full. I found this Review Guide really helpful and ready for 2018
teaching , so the information is as fresh as it can be.Getting the opportunity to revise with this
really gave me the confidence to face the real exam it makes me feel informed and much more
ready. Talking to other students who don't have this text I feel I have a foot up.This book is
packed full and can feel quite dense if I spend too much time on it, so I take bit by bit and really
focus on one area being fully confident I am well informed before moving onto the next
section.The text is well written, easy to follow and contains accessible material.”

Margaret7, “Excellent student support.. Totally comprehensive , this review guide is a super
support for anyone studying for this exam. It is packed full of information - second only to a fully
in-depth text - along with practice tests, and online practice and revision options that allow you to
revise whenever you have any down-time, even when you're commuting. One of the most
helpful aspects is that, at the end of each chapter sub-section, there is a final section: Exam
Essentials, which gives you the low-down on exactly what you need to know and to understand.
This is a very worthwhile confidence-builder.”

JMB1779, “Overview and review aid. This book is not meant as the be-all and end-all of
information for this course, but it does cover all subjects and is logically structured. Certain areas
are only sparsely covered, but if you don't understand it during studying and reviewing for the
same using this book, it will likely be a warning light that you should go more in-depth with your
other study materials.It's quite a dense book and the writing is not engaging, but it covers the
subjects, the information is correct, and it is a good help to get your head around the different
areas.”
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